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In this paper, we shall always assume that X, Y are finite complexes.
Let BP*( -) be the Brown-Peterson homology theory at a prime p^3 and denote its coefficient BP*~Z^\v^ . . .]. Let S n =(p = Vi Q , Vi l9 ... 5 Vi n -d be a sequence of elements Vi r By using manifolds with singularities, we can construct the bordism theory BP (S n ) # ( -) with the coefficient BPJ(S n ) [11] .
Let P (»)*(-) be BP(p 9 v 19 . . . , v.-O^C-) [4] . By the Sullivan's (Bockstein) exact sequence, it is easily proved [4] that the following (1) -(3) are equivalent.
( (
1) P(n)*(X)~P(n)*®H*(X;Z p ). (2) P(»),(X) is P(»)
Now we define t(X)^n iff (1) - (6) are satisfied. This is well defined, since there is the tower of homology theories [4] , Geometrically, t(X)<^n means that all elements of H*(X;Z P ) can be represented by manifolds with singularities type I n = (p, v 1} ... 3 -O [11] . Let S=(p, Vi l9 Vi 2} . . .) be an infinite sequence and let Sn= (P, ... 5 ^»-i)« We can analogously define an invariant t s ( -), i.e., *s(^)^ra iff BP(5.)*(X)=BP(5.)*(g)H*(X; Z,). However, from the following fact, t s (X) depends on t(X). Let X 9 be a g-dimensional skeleton of X. When homdimBp*5P*(X) 2 3 Johnson showed [2] that homdim BF ,jBP*(X 9 ) ^homdim BP|l BP*(X).
However in general case, it is unknown whether the inequality holds or not. We can easily prove the following theorem by descending induction on q.
Theorem 2. t(X q )^t(X) and t(X/X q }^t(X).
It is known [3] that homdim BP ,BP*(X) is not necessarily equal to homdim BP ,BP*(X).
Theorem 3-Let DX be a Spanier-White head dual of X. Then t(X)=t(DX), i.e., P(n)t(X)~P(n).®H*(X;
Z p ) iff P(n)
Proof. If t(X)^n, then by the definition, the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence H*(X; P(ri) *)^>P(n) * (X) is trivial. Hence, by Lemma 4. 2 in [1], we have
Therefore P(ri)*(X) is P(^)*-free. The same argument for DX shows that if P(w)*(X) is P(72)*-free then P(n)*(X) is P(w)«-free.
We now consider the relation of t(X) to the action of cohomo- 
P(N)*(X)
is a P( AT)* -module, it is P( A^)* -free, hence the proof is completed. here (t; 1 z;|)*=0 in P(2)*(X), we can prove
The behavior of homdimsp, -BP* ( -) with respect to the smash product is somewhat complicated, in the following sense. (2) There is a finite complex 7 such that BP» (7) [ 10]. Then homdm^SP^CF)^ but homdimBp.BP, (5°UXA = 1.
. Let t(Y)^t(X) and *(X)^n. Then P(n)*(X) is a free PC^)*-module. The product of P(ri)*( -) theory [9] induces the following map
By the exact functor theorem [12] , P(n)*(X) ® P(w)*(~) and ?(»), P(n) H: (XA -) are homology theories with the same coefficient P(ri)*(X). Hence //is an isomorphism. Therefore we have t(X/\Y) = t(Y). This completes the proof. 
